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MAKE YOUR MOVE 
Incredible Technologies (IT) is ushering in the next generation of Incredible 
innovation with the launch of its brand-new platform and core cabinet,  
Prism VXP™. Prism VXP redefines the expectations of core gaming because 
the technology and design utilized, both inside and out, are undeniably premium.  

Prism VXP integrates three crystal-clear displays into the game, delivering thrills  
at every glance. Primary gameplay takes place on a 27” 4K display, featuring 
edge-to-edge graphics at eye level for maximum comfort. Just below sits the  
giant 18.5” PrismDeck which extends gameplay beyond the main display, right to  
the players’ fingertips and showcases a wide variety of bets and denominations.  
The 55” 4K VXP display is located behind the primary screen, providing a stunning  
and interactive backdrop… with a show-stopping twist. 

VXP – it’s Vertical eXPansion! In an unprecedented move, the VXP display utilizes  
a commercial-grade motor to physically expand upward, extending game play  
over 13 inches! The VXP feature is showcased during bonus events and big win  
celebrations, ensuring double takes from every corner of the casino. 

Founded in flexibility, Prism VXP features an integrated game stand and can be  
paired with the brand new PrismFlex Edge™. The PrismFlex Edge features  
a slim 4K video display and an integrated curved pedestal to create space 
between games in a dynamic fashion. The PrismFlex Edges also utilize new 
PrismFlex Technology, providing 105 degrees of movement and allowing for 
a near-infinite number of bank configurations. From statement Sawtooth 
banks to pole wrapping carousels, the PrismFlex Edge and PrismVXP are an 
unstoppable pair on casino floors.

Contact Your Account Manager to Learn More



FEATURES 
1. 27” 4K Main Display

2. 55” VXP Display

3. 18.5” PrismDeck Display

4. Durable Plastic Safety Guard  
for Expansion Zone

5. Total Height, Floor to Candle 
(Closed): 93.61”

6. Total Height, Floor to Candle  
(Expanded): 107.46”

7. 4K PrismFlex Edge Display  
w/ backlit pedestal spacer  
& matching overhead lightbar

8. Enhanced Audio System at  
Player-Level

9. Dual Physical Spin Buttons

10. Integrated Base with Synched 
Lighting and 28” footprint 

11. Overhead Synchronized Lightbar

12. Custom Designed Candle

13. Two Additional Speakers Overhead
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